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This paper describes how two-sector models can be used to analyze trade policies in developing
countries. ..We start from a single-country, two-sector, three-commodity (1-2-3) model which is an ex-
tension of the Salter-Swan "Australian" trade model. This model incorporates imperfect substitution and
tranformability between goods produced for the domestic and world markets. It provides the theoretical
underpinning for most of the trade-focused, single-country, computable general equilibrium (CGE) models
developed over the past 10-15 years. Using this model, we analyze the impact of changes in foreign
capital inflows and international prices. We then extend the model, adding factor markets, government
policy instruments, and macro aggregates. The extended model is used to analyze the importance of
different assumptions about how macro balance is achieved and to explore issues of optimal tax policy.
In particular, we analyze optimal tariffs in second-best environments and show that the common rule of
thumb that a policy of equalizing tariff rates is optimal is correct only when all other taxes are also
optimal. A better policy rule of thumb for develo ing countries would be to impose a high tariff rate on
consumer goods and a low rate on intermediates.
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Policy Lessons from Trade-Focused, Two-Sector Models

1. Introduction

This paper describes how to specify, solve, and draw policy lessons from small, two-sector,

general equilibrium models of developing countries. In the last two decades, changes in the external

environment and economic policies have been instrumental in determining the performance of these

economies. The relationship between external shocks and policy responses is complex. We argue that

two-sector models provide a good starting point for analysis because of the nature of the external shocks

faced by developing countries in recent years and the policy responses they have elicited. These models

capture the essential mechanisms by which external shocks and economic policies ripple through the

economy.

By and large, the shocks have involved the external sector: terms of trade shocks, such as the

fourfold increase in the price of oil in 1973-4 or the decline in primary commodity prices in the mid-

1980's; or cutbacks in foreign capital inflows. The policy responses most commonly proposed (usually

by international agencies) have also been targeted at the external sector: (1) depreciating the real exchange

rate to adjust to an adverse terms of trade shock or to a cutback in foreign borrowing and (2) reduction

in distortionary taxes (some of which are trade taxes) to enhance economic efficiency and make the

economy more competitive in world markets.

A "minimalist" model that captures the shocks and policies mentioned above should therefore

emphasize the external sector of the economy. Moreover, many of the problems -- and solutions -- have

to do with the relationship between the external sector and the rest of the economy. The model thus

should have at least two productive sectors: one producing tradable goods and the other producing

nontradables. If an economy produces only traded goods, concepts like a real devaluation are meaningless.
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Such a country is not be able to affect its international competitiveness since

determined by world prices. If a counLI

of its domestic prices are

produced only nontraded goods, it would have been immune

to most of the shocks reverberating around the world economy since 1973. Within e category of

tradable goods, it is also useful to distinguish importables and exports. Such a characterization enables

us to look at terms-of-trade shocks as well as the impact of policy instruments such as import tariffs and

export subsidies.

The minimalist model that incorporates these features, while small, captures a rich array of issues.

We can examine the impact of an increase in the price of oil (or other import and/or export prices). In

addition, this model enables us to look at the use of trade and fiscal policy instruments: export subsidies,

import tariffs, and domestic indirect taxes. The implications of increases or decreases• in foreign capital

inflows can also be studied with this framework.

While the minimalist model captures, in a stylized manner, features characteristic of developing

countries, it also yields policy results that cut against the grain of received wisdom. For example, it is

not always appropriate to depreciate the real exchange rate in response to an adverse international terms-

of-trade shock; reducing import tariffs may not always stimulate exports; unifying tariff rates need not

increase efficiency; and an infusion of foreign capital does not necessarily benefit the nontradable sector

(in contrast to the results from "Dutch disease" models).

A major advantage d small models is their simplicity. They make transparent the mechanisms

by which an external shock or policy change affects the economy. In addition, most of the models

presented in this paper can be solved analytically -- either graphically or algebraically. They also can be

solved numeric 1 y, and the presentation will introduce the approach used to solve larger, multisector

models. Finally, these minimalist two-sector models behave in a similar fas ion to more complex

multisec 10,r modJs, so we can anticipate some of the results obtained from multisector models.



The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the simplest of our two-sector

models. We specify the equations and discuss some modelling issues. We then analyze the impact of

terms-of-trade shocks and changes in foreign capital inflows. In Section 3, we present a slightly more

complex version of the model and use it to discuss some macro issues. In Section 4, we extend the model

to include factor markets and intermediate inputs. This expanded model is applied to analyze questions

of the optimal choice of tax instruments in a "second-best" situation. The conclusion, Section 5, draws

together the main points.

2. A Two-Sector, Three-Good Model

The basic model refers to one country with two producing sectors and three goods; hence, we call

it the "1-2-3 model." For the time being, we ignore factor markets. The two commodities that the country

produces are: (1) an export good, E, which is sold to foreigners and is not demanded domestically, and

(2) a domestic good, D, which is only sold domestically. The third good is an import, M, which is not

produced domestically. There is one consumer who receives all income. The country is small in world

markets, facing fixed world prices for exports and imports.

The equation system is presented in Table 1. The model has three actors: a producer, a household,

and the rest of the world. Equation 1 defines the domestic production possibility frontier, which gives

the maximum achievable combinations of E and D that the economy can supply. The function is assumed

to be concave and will be specified as a constant elasticity of transformation (CET) function with

01110

transformation elasticity O. The constant, X, defines aggregate production and is fixed. Since there are

no intermediate inputs, X also corresponds to real GDP. The assumption that X is fixed is equivalent to

assuming full employment of all primary factor inputs. Equation 4 gives the efficient ratio of exports to

domestic output (E/D) as a function of relative prices. Equation 9 defines the price of the composite

3



Table 1: The ask 1-2-3 CGE Model

Flows 
CM]

(1)X

(2) (2) QS

(3) Q D

G(E, LI;

F(M, D°; a)

Y

Pq

(4)
7 

— g2(P e, Pd)
3

(5) f2(1", Pd)
DD

(6) Y Px.i R./3

Prices 

(7) P' °PIO)

(8) e R cpwc

(9) px cpe, pd)

(10) P q c(13 pd)

(11) R a 1

Equilibrium Conditions 

(12) DI) - Ds - 0

(13) QD - QS

(14) pwm-M pwe-E

Identities 

(i) a Pe-E + Pd-Ds

pq eQs paw pd.DD

(Hi) Y Pq.Q D

Endogenous Variables 

E: Export good

M: Import good

Ds: Supply of domestic good

DD: Demand for domestic good

Qs: Supply of composite good

QD: Demand for composite good

Y: Total income

P°: Domestic price of export good

Pm: Domestic price of import good

Pt': Domestic price of domestic good

Pz: Price of aggregate output

Pq: Price of composite good

R: Exchange rate

Exogenous Variables 

pwe: World price of export good

pwm: World price of import good

B: J alance of trade

Import substitution elasticity

0: Export transformation elasticity



commodity and is the cost-function dual to the first-order condition, equation 4. The composite good price

1).‘ corresponds to the GDP deflator.

Equation 2 defines a composite commodity made up of D and M which is consumed by the single

consumer. In multisector models, we extend this treatment to many sectors, assuming that imports and

domestic goods in the same sector are imperfect substitutes, an approach which has come to be called the

Armington assumption.' Following this treatment, we assume the composite commodity is given by a

constant elasticity of substitution (CES) aggregation function of M and D, with substitution elasticity a.

Consumers maximize utility, which is equivalent to maximizing Q in this model, and equation 5 gives the

desired ratio of M to D as a function of relative prices.2 Equation 10 defines the price of the composite

commodity. It is the cost-function dual to the first-order conditions underlying equation 5. The price, Pq,

corresponds to an aggregate consumer price or cost-of-living index.

Equation 6 determines household income. Equation 3 defines household demand for the

composite good. Note that all income is spent on the single composite good. Equation 3 stands in for

the more complex system of expenditure equations found in multisector models and reflects an important

property of all complete expenditure systems: the value of the goods demanded must equal aggregate

expenditure.

In Table 2-1, the price equations define relationships among 'seven prices. There are fixed world

prices for E and M; domestic prices for E and M; the price of the domestic good D; and prices for the

two composite commodities, X and Q. Equations 1 and 2 are linearly homogeneous, as are the

corresponding dual price equations, 9 and 10. Equations 3 to 5 are homogeneous of degree zero in prices

'See Armington [1969].

2In the multisector models, we add expenditure functions with many goods based on utility maximization at two
levels. First, allocate expenditure among goods. Second, decide on sectoral import ratios. In the 1-2-3 model, the
CES function defining Q can be treated as a utility function directly.
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doubling L.,11 prices, for example, leaves real demand and e desired ex rt and import ratios

unchanged.3 Since only relative prices matter, it is necessary to define a numeraire price; in equation 119

this is specified to be the exchange rate, R.

Equations 12, 13, and 14 define the market-clearing equilibrium conditions. Supply must equal

demand for D and Q, and the balance of trade constraint must be satisfied. The complete model has 14

equations and 13 endogenous variables. The three equilibrium conditions, however, are not all

independent. Any one of them can be dropped and the resulting model is fully determined.

To prove that the three equilibrium conditions are not independent, it suffices to show that the

model satisfies Walras' Law. Such a model is "closed" in that there are no leakages of funds into or out

of the economy. First note the three identities (i, ii, and iii) that the model satisfies. The first two arise

from the homogeneity assumptions and the third from the fact that, in any system of expenditure

equations, the value of purchases must equal total expenditure!' Multiplying equations 12 and 13 by their

respective prices, the sum of equations 12, 13, and 14 equals zero as an identity (moving B in equation

14 to the left side). Given these identities, simple substitution will show that if equations 12 and 13 hold,

then so must 14.

The 1-2-3 model is different from the standard neoclassical trade model with all goods tradable

and all tradables perfect substitutes with domestic goods. The standard model, long a staple of trade

theory, yields wildly implausible results in empirical applications.5 Empirical models that reflect these

assumptions embody "the law of one price," which states that domestic relative prices of tradables are set

'For the demand equation, one must show that nominal income doubles when all prices double, inclus ng e
exchange rate. Tracing the elements in equation 7, it is easy s demonstrate that nominal income goes up
prot.ortionately with prices.

'In this m el equation 3 and identity Hi are the same. In a multisector m
a necessary property of any system of expen 41 iture equations.

31Empirical problems with this specification have been a thorn in
linear proW.1111ming models. For a survey, see Taylor [1975].

4

e side of m

, as noted above, identity iii is

sieters since the early ys of



by world prices. Such models tend to yield extreme specialization in production and unrealistic swings

in domestic relative prices in response to changes in trade policy or world prices. Empirical evidence

indicates that changes in the prices of imports and exports are only partially transmitted to the prices of

domestic goods. In addition, such models cannot exhibit two-way trade in any sector ("cross hauling"),

which is often observed at fine levels of disaggregation.

Recognizing these problems, Salter [1959] and Swan [1960], specified a two-sector model

distinguishing "tradables" (including both imports and exports) and "nontradables." Their approach

represented an advance and the papers started an active theoretical literature. However, they had little

impact on empirical work. Even in an input-output table with over five hundred sectors, there are very

few sectors which are purely non-traded; i.e., with no exports or imports. So defined, non-traded goods

are a very small share of GDP; and, in models with 10-30 sectors, there would be at most only one or two

non-traded sectors. Furthermore, the link between domestic and world prices in the Salter-Swan model

does not depend on the trade share, only on whether or not the sector is tradable. If a good is tradable,

regardless of how small is the trade share, the domestic price will be set by the world price.

The picture is quite different in the 1-2-3 model with imperfect substitutability and transformabil-

ity. All domestically produced goods that are not exported (D in Table 1) are effectively treated as non-

tradables (or, better, as "semi-tradables"). The share of non-tradables in GDP now equals one minus the

export share, which is a very large number, and all sectors are treated symmetrically. In effect, the

specification in the 1-2-3 model extends and generalizes the Salter-Swan model, making it empirically

relevant.

De Melo and Robinson [1985] show, in a partial equilibrium framework, that the link between

domestic and world prices assuming imperfect substitutability at the sectoral level depends critically on

the trade shares, both for exports and imports, as well as on elasticity values. For given substitution and

transformation elasticities, the domestic price is more closely linked to the world price in a given sector

7



the greater are ex wrt and im rt shams. In multisector models, the effect of this specification is a

realistic insulation of Je domestic price syste from changes in world prices. The links are there, but

they are not nearly as strong as in the standard neoclassical trade model. Also, the model naturally

accommodates two-way trade, since exports, imports, and domestic goods in e same sector are all

distinct.

For a single-country model, the CES and CET functions capture the reasonable notion that it is

not easy to shift trade shares in either export or import markets. Given that each sector has seven

associated prices, the model provides for a lot of product differentiation. The assumption of imperfect

substitutability on the impart side has been widely used in empirical models.6 Note that it is equally

important to specify imperfect transfomiability on the export side. Without imperfect transformability,

the law of one price would still hold for all sectors with exports. In the 1-2-3 model, both import demand

and wort supply depend on relative prices?

De Melo and Robinson [1989] analyze the properties of this model in some detail and argue that

it is a good stylization of most recent single-country, trade-focused, CGE models. Product differentiation

on both the import and export sides is very appealing for applied models, especially at the levels of

aggregation typically used. The specification is a faithful extension of the Salter-Swan model and gives

rise to normally shaped offer curves. The exchange rate is a well-defined relative price. If the domestic

good is chosen as the numeraire commodity, setting Pd equal to one, then the exchange rate variable, R,

(The CES formulation for the import-aggregation function has been criticized on econometric grounds (see
Allston et al. [1989] for an example). It is certainly a restrictive form. For example, it constrains the income
elasticity of demand for imports to be one in every sector. Rather than complete rejection of approaches relying on
imperfect substitutability, this criticism would seem to suggest that it is time to explore the many alternative function-
al forms at are available. For example, Hanson, robinson, and Tolcarick [1989] estimate sectoral import demand
functions based on the almost ideal demand system (AIDS) formulation. They find that secto expenditure elas-
ticities of import demand are generally much .eater than one in the U.S., results consistent with estimates from
acroeconometric rn • iels. Factors other than relative prices appear to affect trade shares, and it is important to

study what they might be and how they operate.

'beryls, de Melo, and Robinson [1982] specify a logistic ex II

2-1. Their logistic function is locally equivalent to the function
rt supply function in place of equation 4 in Table

t .1t is derived from the CET specification.



corresponds to the real exchange rate of neoclassical trade theory: the relative price of tradables (E and

M) to non-tradables (D). Trade theory models (and our characterization in Table 2-1) often set R to one,

with Pd then defining the real exchange rate. For other choices of numeraire, R is a monotonic function

of the real exchange rate.8

Table 2: The 1-2-3 Model as a Programming Problem

Maximize Q = F(M, DD; a) (absorption)

with respect to: M, E, DD, Ds

subject to:

(1) G(E, Ds; 0) 5 Fc (technology)

(2) pwm. M pwg• E + B (balance of trade)

(3) DD 5 Ds (domestic supply and demand)

where constraints I to 3 correspond to equations 1, 14, and 12 in Table 1.

Shadow Price 

= F/Pq

= R/pq

= pdipq

The 1-2-3 model can also be seen as a simple programming model. This formulation is given in

Table 2, and is shown graphically in Figure 1. The presentation emphasizes the fact that a single-

consumer general equilibrium model can be represented by a programming model that maximizes

consumer utility, which is equivalent to social welfare.9 In this model, the shadow prices of the constraint

equations correspond to market prices in the CGE model.") We will use the graphical apparatus to

8Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson [1982], Chapter 6, discuss this relationship in detail.

9Ginsburgh and Waelbroeck [1981] discuss, in detail, the general case where a multi-consumer CGE model can
be represented by a programming model maximizing a Negishi social welfare function. See also Ginsburgh and
Robinson [1984] for a brief survey of the technique applied to CGE models.

'In the programming model, we implicitly choose Q as the numeraire good, with Pq a 1. In the graphical
analysis, we set R 1.
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an yze the ]ih 'pact of two shocks: an increase in forei ii capital inflow and a change in the international

terms of trade." We w also use this programming-model form ation, inclu11

and tax instruments, to derive optimal • •licy rules under second-best conditions.

ng endogenous prices

ict

Q=KM,D)

Pd/Pm

Balance of Trade

Domesdc Market

X G(E,D)

UI IV

Figure 1: The 1-2-3 Programming Model

The transformation function (equation 1 in Table 1 and constraint 1 in Table 2) can be depicted

in ie fourth (south-east) quadrant of the four-quadrant diagram in Figure 1. For any given price ratio

P'/P, the point of tangency with the transformation frontier determines the amounts of the domestic and

exported good that are produced. Assume, for the moment, that foreign capital inflow -14- is zero. Then,

constraint 2, the b ance-of-trade constraint, is a straight line if ugh the origin, as depicted in the first

quadrant of Fl re 1. If we assume for convenience that all world prices are equal to one, then e slope

"The discussion follows de Melo and Robinson [1989].
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of the line is one. For a given level of E produced, the balance-of-trade constraint determines how much
. •

of the imported good the country can buy. Intuitively, with no capital inflows (B = 0), the only source

of foreign exchange is exports. The second quadrant shows the "consumption possibility frontier," which

represents the combinations of the domestic and imported good that the consumer can buy, given the

production technology as reflected in the transformation frontier and the balance of trade constraint. When

world prices are equal and trade is balanced, the consumption possibility frontier is the mirror image of

the transformation frontier. Equation 2 in Table 1 defines "absorption," which is maximized in the

programming problem. The tangency between the "iso-absorption" (or indifference) curves and the

consumption possibility frontier will determine the amount of D and M the consumerwill demand, at price

ratio Pd/Pm. The economy produces at point P and consumes at point C.

Now consider what would happen if foreign capital inflow increased from its initial level of zero
..M11

to some value B > 0). For example, the country gains additional access to world capital markets or

receives some foreign aid. Alternatively, there is a primary resource boom in a country where the resource

is effectively an enclave, so that the only direct effect is the repatriation of export eamings.12 In all of

these cases, we would expect domestic prices to rise relative to world prices and the tradable sector to

contract relative to the nontradable sector. In short, the country would contract "Dutch disease."

That this is indeed the case can be seen by examining Figure 2. The direct effect is to shift the

balance of trade line up by B. This shift, in turn, will shift the consumption possibility frontier up

vertically by the same B. The new equilibrium point will depend on the nature of the import aggregation

function (the consumer's utility function). In Figure 2, the consumption point moves from C to C*, with

increased demand for both D and M and an increase in the price of the domestic good, Pd. On the

production side, the relative price has shifted in favor of the domestic good and against the export -- an

appreciation of the real exchange rate.

'See Benjamin and Devarajan [1985] or Benjamin, Devarajan, and Weiner [1989].
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" MAP)

D.

Dames& Market

UI

11

Balance of Trade

X - G(E,D)

Figure 2: Increase in Foreign Capital Inflow

Will the real exchange rate always appreciate? Consider two polar extremes, which bracket the

range of possible equilibria. Suppose the elasticity of substitution between imports and domestic goods

is nearly infinite, so that the indifference curves are almost flat. In this case, the new equilibrium will lie

directly above the initial one (point C), since the two consumption possibility curves are vertically parallel.

The amount of D consumed will not change and the extra foreign exchange will go towards purchasing

imports. By contrast, suppose the elasticity of substitution between M and D is zero, so the indifference

curves are L-shaped. In this case (assuming homotheticity of the utility function), the new equilibrium

will lie on a ray radiating from the origin and going through the initial equilibrium. In

equilibrium, ere is more of

1s new

th D and M consumed, and the price ratio has risen. Since Pr° is fixed

by hypo esis, Pd must have increased -- a real appreciation. The two cases

outcomes. The real exchange rate will appreciate or, in

12

•und the range of II 1ssible

e extreme case, stay unchanged. Production



of D will either remain constant or rise and production of E, the tradable good in this economy, will either

stay constant or decline. The range of intermediate possibilities describes the standard view of the Dutch

disease.

P(M,D)

Balance of Trade

Domestic Market

•

X - G(E,D)

Figure 3: Change in World Prices

Consider now an adverse terms of trade shock represented by an increase in the world price of

the imported good. The results are shown in Figure 3. The direct effect is to move the balance of trade

—line, although this time it is a clockwise rotation rather than a translation (we assume that initially B =

0). For the same amount of exports, the country can now buy fewer imports. The consumption possibility

frontier is also rotated inward. The new consumption point is shown at C*, with less consumption of both

imports and domestic goods. On the production side, the new equilibrium is P*. Exports have increased

in order to generate foreign exchange to pay for more expensive imports, and Pe/Pd has also increased to

attract resources away for D and into E. There has been a real depreciation of the exchange rate.

13



Will Llere ways be a real depreciation when ere is an adverse shock in the international terms

of trade? Not necessarily. The characteristics of the new equilibrium depend crud Ili I y on the value of

a, the elasticity of substitution between imports and domestic goods in the import aggregation function.

Consider the extremes of a = 0 and -a =, oo. In the first case, as in Figure 39 there. will be a

reduction in the amount of domestic good produced (and consumed) and a depreciation of the real

exchange rate. In the second case, however, flat indifference curves will have to be tangent to the new

consumption possibility frontier to the left of the old consumption point (C), since the rotation flattened

the curve. At the new point, output of D rises and the real exchange rate appreciates. When a = 19 there

is no change in either the real exchange rate or the production structure of the economy. The intuition

behind this somewhat unusual result is as follows.13 When the price of imports rises in an economy,

there are two effects: an income effect (as the consumer's real income is now lower) and a substitution

effect (as domestic goods now become more attractive). The resulting equilibrium will depend on which

effect dominates. When a < 1, the income. effect dominates. The economy contracts output of the

domestic good and expands that of the export commodity. In order to pay for the needed, non-

substitutable import, the real exchange rate depreciates. However, when a> 1, the substitution effect

dominates. The response of the economy is to contract exports (and hence also imports) and produce

more of the domestic substitute.

For most developing countries, it is likely that a < 1, so that the standard policy advice to

depreciate the real exchange rate in the wake of an adverse terms of trade shock is correct. For developed

economies, one might well expect substitution elasticities to be high. In this case, the response to a terms-

of-trade shock is a re I rev union, substitution of domestic goods for the more expensive (and non-

critical) im fLie,rt, and a contraction in the aggregate volume of trade. In all countries, one would ex

"We derive the result analytic ly below.
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substitution elasticities to be higher in the long run. The long-run effect of the real exchange rate will thus

differ, and may be of opposite sign, from the short-run effect.

The relationship between the response of the economy to the terms-of-trade shock and the

elasticity of substitution can also be seen by solving the model algebraically. By considering only small

changes to the initial equilibrium, we can linearize the model and obtain approximate analytical solutions.

We follow this procedure to analyze the impact of a terms-of-trade shock.'

Let a "A" above a variable denote its log-differential. That is, 2 d z) dz / z. Log-

differentiate -equations 4, 5, and 14 in Table 1, assuming an exogenous change in the world price of the

import. The results are:

- 5 - a (i5d pwm)

it? + pwa! - 2

Eliminating PI, 6, and E and solving for Pc' gives

Thus, whether Pd increases or decreases in response to a terms of trade shock depends on the sign of

(a - 1), confirming the graphical analysis discussed above. Note that the direction of change in Pd will

determine how the rest of the economy will adjust in this counterfactual experiment. If Pd falls (the real

exchange rate depreciates), exports will rise and production of the domestic good will fall.

Our analysis with the 1-2-3 model has yielded several lessons. First, the bare bones of multisector

general equilibrium models are contained in this small model. Second, and perhaps more surprisingly,

this two-sector model is able to shed light on some issues of direct concern to developing countries. For

example, the appreciation of the real exchange rate from a foreign capital inflow, widely-understood

"De Melo and Robinson [1989] derive the closed-form solution for the country's offer curve in the 1-2-3 model.
A more complete discussion and mathematical derivation is given in Devarajan, Lewis, and Robinson [1990].
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intuitively and derived from more complex models, can be portrayed in this simple model. In addition,

results from this sm. model challenge a standard policy dictum: always depreciate the real exchange rate

when there is an ,Iiverse terms-of-trade shock. The model shows e conditions under which this policy

advice should and should not be followed.

Of course, many aspects of the economy are left out of the small model. In particular, there is

no government. If a model is to be useful for policy analysis, it should contain the relevant policy

instruments and actors. In the next section, we extend the l-2-3 model to include them.

3. The 1-2-3 Model with Government and Investment

Up to now, the focus has been on adjustments in the real exchange rate in response to exogenous

shocks to the economy. However, the real exchange rate is not an instrument which the goverment

directly controls. Rather, most governments use taxes and subsidies as well as expenditure policy to adjust

their economies. The model presented in the previous section did not explicitly incorporate these fiscal

instruments. Nor did it include important components that would allow consideration of macroeconomic

issues such as the relationships among macro aggregates. Table 3 presents an extended version of the

1-2-3 model to include government revenue and expenditure and also savings and investment. Three

price-wedge government policy instruments are included: an import tariff, an ex I.,it subsidy, and an

indirect tax on domestic sales. In addition, savings and investment are included. The single household

saves a fraction of its income. Real government expenditure is assumed fixed and the government deficit

or surplus is subtracted or added to aggregate savings. Finally, the balance of trade is assumed to

represent foreign savings.
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Table 3: The 1-2-3 Model with Government and Investment

Real Flows 

(1) 1

(2) Qs = F(M,DD;a)

(3) QD = C/Pq Z +

(4) E/Ds = g2(13e,Pd)

(5) M/DD = f2(Pi°,124)

Nominal Flows 

(6) T trna•pwill•M

+ td•Pd•DD

- ts.R•pw*.E

(7) Y = Pz•FC

(8) S = ;IT R•B Sg

(9) C = -

Accounting Identities 

(i)

(hi)

Endogenous Variables:

E: Export good

M: Import good

Ds: Supply of domestic good

DD: Demand for domestic good,

Qs: Supply of composite good

QD: Demand for composite good

Pa: Domestic price of export good

Pm: Domestic price of import good

Pc': Producer price of domestic good

Pt: Consumer price of domestic good

Pi: Price of aggregate output

Pq: Price of composite good

R: Exchange rate

T: Net government revenue

Sg: Government savings

Y: Total income

Prices

(10) Pm = (1 + tm).R•pwm

(11) Pe= (1 + te).R•pwa

(12) Pt = (1 + td).Pd

(13) 13' = gpeyd)

(14) Pq = fi(Pra,P)

(15) R = 1

Equilibrium Conditions 

(16)1r - Ds =

(17) CID - Q8 0

(18) pwin•M - pw13•E

(19) PqZ - S =

(20) T Sg = 0

PzX Pe8 + PCDs

Pqcs a PM POD

PqQD C + PIZ +rä q

C: Aggregate consumption

S: Aggregate savings

Z: Aggregate real investment

Exogenous Variables:

pre: World price of import good

pw': World price of export good

V': Tariff rate

t°: Export subsidy rate

td: Indirect tax rate

s: Average savings rate

X: Aggregate output

G: Real government demand

B: Balance of trade

Cl: Export transformation elasticity

a: Import substitution elasticity
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The Model in a Social Accountin Matrix 

Equations 6 to 9 in Table 3 determine the income flows in the economy. The model has four

actors: a producer, a household, government, and the rest of the world. Equation 6 determines government

revenue (net of export subsidies) and Equation 7 determines household income. Equations 8 and 9

determine total savings and aggregate household consumption. The nominal flows among the actors can

be tabulated in a Social Accounting Matrix (or SAM), which is presented in Figure 4.15 The SAM shows

the circular flow of income and expenditure in the economy. Each cell represents a payment from a

column account to a recipient in a row account. The SAM is square and, following the conventions of

double-entry bookkeeping, each actor's accounts must balance --income must exactly equal expenditure.

Thus, column sums in the SAM must equal the corresponding row sums.

The present SAM defines six accounts, one for each actor, one for savings and investment, and

an additional "commodity" account. The commodity account keeps track of absorption, which equals the

value of domestic products sold on the domestic market, D, and imports, M. The producer account pays

out total revenue to households and government down the column and sells goods on the domestic and

foreign markets along the row. The column sum equals gross domestic product (GDP) at market prices,

which includes indirect taxes. GDP at factor cost equals PI-X and is paid out to households. Export

subsidies are seen as a payment by government to producers. Exports and imports in the account for the

rest of the world are valued in world market prices times the exchange rate.

The capital account in the SAM reflects savings-investment balance. It summarizes the workings

of We financi system, representing U e net loanable-funds market. lt collects savings Wong e row d

spends them on investment go s e column. The allocation of new capital goods by sector of

destination is not shown. The model thus captures the savings-investment nexus in a stylized manner and

is—ryam and ound [1985] provide a god in If• si=ion to SAM's, and a number of examples of leir uses.
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also includes 0 er macro aggregates. As we show below, it can provide a framework for some macro

analysis.

Macro Closure 

The macroeconomic properties of CGE models of developing countries have provided a topic for

much debate and controversy. The discussion has focused on what has come to be called the "macro

closure" of an economywide mode1.16 As the SAM indicates, the extended 1-2-3 model contains the

three basic macro balances: balance of trade, savings-investment, and government deficit. In this model,

the balance of trade is fixed and real government expenditure is fixed. The government deficit is

determined residually as expenditure minus net tax receipts. Aggregate savings is the sum of household

saving, government saving (surplus), and the balance of trade (foreign saving). There is no separate

investment function, so aggregate investment is simply equal to aggregate savings. This savings-driven

investment determination represents a macro specification that is called "neoclassical closure."

0.101

In addition, the model implicitly assumes full employment, so aggregate real GDP (X in equation

1) is fixed. While all the macro balances are in the model, there is little room for any interesting macro

behavior. There is no possible feedback from changes in macro aggregates to GDP and little scope for

variation in I e macro aggregates themselves. Given e assumed savings behavior, no special

equilibrating variable is required to achieve savings-investment equilibrium. The model is specified in

terms only of current flows and flow-equilibrium conditions. There are no assets, no asset markets, no

money, no expectations, and no dynamics.

"The seminal work on closure is Sen. [1963]. The development literature is surveyed by Rattso [1982] and
Robinson [1989a,b].
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The extended 1-2-3 model represents a Walrasian CGE model. While it contains macro

aggregates, as must any economywide model, it is best seen as a neoclassical general equilibrium model

of production and exchange. The additions of government, savings-investment,. and the balance of trade

are done in ways that retain the notion of flow equilibria and do not strain the Walrasian paradigm. How-

ever, as the development literature illustrates, it is possible to bring in a lot of macro effects while

remaining within the framework of a CGE model which includes only flow variables.

The literature on macro closure has followed two different approaches to bringing macro features

into the model. In the first approach, relationships are specified among the macro aggregates, but their

justification is based on macroeconomic theory outside of the CGE model. At one extreme, all the macro

variables are specified as exogenous to the mode1.17 In a second approach, the CGE model is extended

to include variables typically found in macro models (such as money, assets, and interest rates) and to

expand the notion of equilibrium to incorporate asset markets and expectations. The intent is to build

CGE models which move beyond the Walrasian paradigm and directly incorporate macro phenomena!'

In the first approach, in effect, the CGE model is forced to interact with a macro model, but the

two models are kept as separate as possible. The macro model may not even be fully spelled out. The

basic credo of this approach might be described as "Render unto Walras that which belongs to Walras,

and ditto for Keynes." This approach has been widely used in CGE models of developing countries and

in a few models of developed countries.19

170r almost all. The CGE model still must satisfy Walras' Law and the various equilibrium conditions are not
all independent. For an example of a CGE model which draws on a separate macro model to determine the macro
aggregates, see Hanson, Robinson, and Tokarick [1989].

"Dewatripont and Michel [1987] argue for this approach.

"See Powell [1981] who describes how the Orani model of Australia was linked to a separate small macro
model. Robinson and Tyson [1984] formally describe the notion of linking macro and CGE models and relate the
idea to the literature on macro closure. Many of the structural adjustment models of developing countries that trace
their roots to Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson [19821 are in this tradition.
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A recent example is provided by Devarajan and de Melo [1987] who discuss a CGE model

applicable to Franc-zone African countries. In ese countries, the local currency is tied to the French

Franc, so they have no independent monetary authority. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that

government expenditure and aggregate investment are fixed exogenously. Given fixed tax rates,

government revenue and private savings may not suffice to finance government expenditure and aggregate

investment. Any shortfall is financed by foreign borrowing. In effect, for these countries, the French

Central Bank finances the sum of the twin deficits.2°

The extended 1-2-3 model can easily be adapted to incorporate these assumptions. In Table 3,

fix aggregate real investment as well as real government expenditure. The model is now investment

driven rather than savings driven. To achieve savings-investment equilibrium, the balance of trade is now

treated as an endogenous variable. It is the macro equilibrating variable which will vary to equate savings

(the sum of private, government, and foreign savings) and investment. The nominal exchange rate is

chosen as numeraire, reflecting the fact that the exchange rate in these countries is tied to e French

Franc. The domestic price level will vary to achieve a real exchange rate that generates a balance of trade

that achieves macro balance. The CGE model will thus solve for a flow equilibrium that is consistent with

the assumed macro behavior. The model incorporates macro rigidities, in particular the government

revenue constraint. If government revenue changes, say by changing taxes, the effect will be to change

the balance of trade because the government deficit is financed by foreign borrowing.

Given the focus on the government budget, the model can be further simplified by setting

aggregate real investment to zero. Devarajan and de Melo assume that real government demand for the

domestic good is fixed and add H e balance of trade directly to government revenue. The macro

equilibrating mechanism is unchanged, with the government deficit directly linked to the balance of trade.

"Such a view may seem extreme. However, consider recent U.S. history. While He macro story is more
complex, the net result is essenti Illy the same. The U.S. has rmanced the f eral deficit by foreign 6ie rrowi nig, with
the Japanese playing the role of the French Central lank.
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Unfortunately, even with these simplifying assumptions, this model does not lend itself to the same

four-quadrant, diagrammatic analysis used above. Given the assumption that the current account is

determined endogenously, any change in consumption or production that changes government revenue will

also change the balance of trade (shifting the balance of trade constraint line in Figure 1). Any shock will

likely have a compound effect, shifting curves in more than one quadrant.21 The model, however, does

yield analytic results analogous to those from the 1-2-3 model. This model indicates that these economies

might well react in counterintuitive ways to some standard policy packages.

Consider, for example, the effect of an increase in the tariff rate. The initial effect is a rotation

of the consumer's budget line, making imports more expensive. In the 1-2-3 model with a fixed balance

of trade, the final result would be lower import demand, appreciation of the exchange rate, an incentive

bias against exports, and lower exports. An import tariff represents a tax on exports -- a proposition

known as Lerner symmetry. In the Devarajan-de Melo model, however, macro feedbacks can change this

result. The increase in the tariff rate increases government revenue, thus lessening foreign borrowing and

improving the balance of trade. The lower balance of trade generates a real depreciation, offsetting the

real appreciation associated with the tariff increase, and encouraging exports (E). Whether or not exports

actually increase depends on a, the elasticity of substitution between the import (M) and domestic good

(D). The reason is that, in this model, none of the tariff revenue is transferred to the consumer. Instead,

it is used to reduce foreign borrowing. Thus, when the tariff rate is increased, the consumer faces a higher

domestic price for M, with no change in income. When a> 1, the consumer buys more D and less M.

However, if a < 1, the consumer buys less of both goods. The lower consumption of D releases resources

to the exportable sector, raising E. The counterintuitive result in this case is that the tariff increase leads

to a rise in exports.

21Devarajan and de Melo [19871 present an alternative diagrammatic approach for analyzing simple shocks with
this model.
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Finally, consider the impact of a change in the international terms of trade; for example, an

increase in the world price of exports. In the I-2-3 model, with a fixed balance of trade, the new

equilibrium will have an increase in absorption Q (and hence in welfare). As discussed above, what

happens to the volume of exports and imports, and to domestic relative prices, depends on the elasticity

of substitution a. The increase in the price of exports generates an income effect as well as a substitution

effect. Income goes up, leading to an increase in demand for both D and M. If a is less than one, then

the income effect dominates and, in the final equilibrium, consumption of both domestic goods and

imports (D and M) will be higher, exports lower, and the real exchange rate will appreciate. In the

Devarajan-de Melo model, however, there is a second macro income effect. Appreciation of the real

exchange rate raises the price of D. An increase in Pd will increase the cost of fixed government demand

for D, worsening the government budget deficit, and leading to increased foreign borrowing? The net

effect is that the balance of trade deteriorates, with greater appreciation of the final equilibrium real

exchange rate. Thus, with a < I, the net effect of a beneficial increase in export prices is to worsen the

balance of trade. Devarajan and de Melo cite empirical evidence indicating that this outcome is consistent

with the behavior of many franc-zone African countries.

In the Devarajan-de Melo model, the macro effects are purely structural in the sense that they

affect only the composition of the economy. Given the maintained assumption that factors are fully

employed and that factor markets clear, the changes in macro aggregates will have little or no affect on

aggregate real GDP. Many of the structural adjustment models maintain the assumption of full

employment. There is, however, a strand of work with CGE models that incorporate mechanisms that

rmit changes in mac g • il-gates to generate unemployment. For example, Devarajan and de Melo

specify a variant of Heir model wi a fixed wage,L I us owing aggregate e ployment effects in

'There is a countervailing effect because, as imiverts rise, SO does tariff revenue. The effect is not large enough
to offset the increase in He price of the domestic good. This res It is sensitive to the assumption that government
demands only the domestic good.
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response to shocks. These "macro structuralist" models all have in common the assumption that at least

some factor and product Markets do not clear.' 3 They postulate various rigidities, such as sectorally

immobile capital, fixed wages, mark-up pricing, a fixed exchange rate, and/or various kinds of rationing

in product and factor markets. They can generate Keynesian =employment (or Keynesian closure) and

so postulate strong links between macro balances and the real side of the economy.

The literature on macro closure demonstrates that neoclassical CGE models which contain no

assets or money can still be useful in analyzing the impact of changes in macro aggregates on the

economy. However, the marriage is an uneasy one. A macro model or scenario is forced onto the CGE

model, which then traces out the structural implications of the assumed macro behavior. There are no

optimizing agents (either private or government) that generate the macro behavior. The macro structuralist

models further strain the neoclassical paradigm since they assume that various markets do not clear and

that certain agents within the model economy do not optimize.

Introducing taxes, subsidies, and government expenditure adds more than just missing instruments

and macroeconomic behavior to the two-sector model. It captures a fundamental fact in public economics:

it is costly to transfer resources from the private to the public sector. Since governments do not have

access to lump-sum taxes, they must use second-best taxes which, by definition, distort incentives and

create efficiency losses in the economy. One goal of structural adjustment policy often expressed in

World Bank and IMF reports is to reduce these distortions and improve the allocation of resources.

Nevertheless, governments continue to need revenue so that eliminating all taxes is not an option. In the

next section, we extend the 1-2-3 model further to include factor markets and intermediate goods, and then

use this model to determine optimal taxes under various second-best scenarios. As we will see, some of

the policy rules-of-thumb do not necessarily improve the efficiency of the economy.

'Lance Taylor is a leader in this field. See Taylor [1983]. Recent CGE models in this tradition with a focus
on agriculture are surveyed by de Janvry and Sadoulet [1987]. Adelman and Robinson [1988] compare various
macro closures in two archetype models.
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4. A Two-Sector Model with Factor Markets and Intermediate Goods

When considering the efficiency effects of tax policy, it is critical to distinguish between

intermediate and final goods. The models presented earlier do not make this distinction. In this section,

we extend the model to introduce imported and domestic intermediate goods (Mn and DO and also

production functions using primary factors of production (capital and labor) to produce domestic goods

and exports (D and E).

Table 4 presents the equations of the 1-2-3 model with factor markets and intermediate inputs.

The model contains most of the features of the version in the previous section although, for simplicity,

savings and investment have been eliminated, and the balance of trade is again assumed fixed. There are

two major additions to the model. First is the introduction of separate production functions for exports

and domestic goods (equations 1 and 2), with the associated demand functions for capital, labor, and

intermediate goods as inputs (equations 7 to 12). Equilibrium conditions are included for each factor

(equations 26 to 28), which embody an assumption of full employment of fixed aggregate stocks of capital

and labor. Second is the distinction of two types of imports (each with its own tariff rate): consumption

imports (Mq) which combine with domestic output (Dq) to provide the composite good (Qs), and

intermediate im •rts (Mn) which combine with domestic output (Dr) to produce composite intermediate

goods (N) required to produce domestic and exported goods. The domestically produced and imported

intermediate goods are, as with consumption, assumed to be imperfect substitutes, so the demand for each

depends on their relative prices and ti e elasticity of substitution (equation 6).
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Table 4: The 1-2-3 Model with Factor Markets and Intermediate Inputs

Flows Prices 

(1) E E(K„ L„ Are) (16) Pe - 1:1-(1.+te)pwe

(2) D D(Kd, Ld, Nd) (17) Pq = f3(p7 , pt)

(3) QS Q(Mq, Dq) (18) P 1.1 f4(pm, pt)

(4) N N(M„, D.) (19) Pqm R .(1+tqin)-pwqm

Mq
(5) - fi(pqm, 11') (20) R(1+ t).pw:Dq

M„
(6) - f2(pni , pt) (21) P (1. +td).13d

(7) N ae•E (22) P: - Pe - ae.134

(8) N ad•D (23) P d ad•Pn

(9) wir aE pU
axe e Equilibrium Conditions 

ap U(10) WK P 
(24) D + - D 0aKd d

aE(11) Wid P: (25) QD Q • • 0aide

(12) W - ap 
L 

pc; (26) N + Nd N

(13) Y - WK .L7 R + G (27) Le + Ld o

(14) QD
;

(15) 
T td•Pd ol) teopwe•E•R +

tqin Twqm •Mq.1? + t PW 111„..1?
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(28) K + Kd - 0

(29) pwqm•Mq + pw n•Mr, pwe.E

(30) T - G 0

(31) R 1



Identities 

(i) pq .C1'1 S , pqm emq

(ii) eN a Me,

(iii) pq OQ D a..... y

(iv) P. u eEF-- WLeLe + WKeKe

(v) PD s WL-Ld + WiceKd

Endogenous Variables 

E: Export good

D: Supply of domestic good .

N.: Intermediate demand by E

Nd: Intermediate demand by D

N: Supply of composite intermediate input

Qs: Supply of composite final good

(ID: Demand for composite final good

Dq: D used in consumption

D.: D used in intermediate inputs

K.: Capital used to produce E

L.: Labor used to produce E

IC,: Capital used to produce D

Ld: Labor used to produce D

Mq: Imports used in consumption

M,‘: M used in intermediate demand

P': Export price

PI: Producer price of domestic good

Pt: Consumer price of domestic good

Pm: Price of consumption importsq

P7: Price of interme* ate imports

PI' : Value added price of exports

P du : Value added price of D

Pn: Price of intermediate input

Pq: Price of composite good

WK: Return to capital

WL: Wage rate

R: Exchange rate

Y: Total income

T: Tax revenue

0: Government transfers

Exogenous Variables 

E: Total labor supply
il: Total capital stock
_
B: Balance of trade

pwe: World price of export good

pw":: World price of consumption imports

pw7: World price of intermediate imports

t": Export subsidy rate

t7: Tariff on consumption imports

tn:: Tariff on intermediate imports

td: Indirect tax rate
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Figure 5: Sectoral Production Functions

The resulting nested production structure in each sector is shown in Figure 5. At the top level,

real value added and intermediate inputs are combined in fixed proportions to produce output. At the

bottom level, there are two CES functions: one for labor and capital to produce real value added and one

for imported and domestic intermediates to produce the composite intermediate input.24 The use of fixed

coefficients for the demand for composite intermediate input allows us to define a value-added or "net"

price for each sector, shown in equations 22 and 23.

The production function for real value added is often specified as a Cobb-Douglas function, which is a special
case of the CES function with a substitution elasticity of one. In the appendix to this chapter, we show when
sectoral production functions are Cobb-Douglas, the resulting transformation function between D and E is
approximately a CET function, as in the 1-2-3 model.
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To focus exclusively on e efficiency consequences of taxation, we assume, in the first instance,

that all tax revenue is rebated to consumers in a lump-sum fashion, so that government spending appears

as a component of total income in equation 13. In addition, foreign capital inflows are also added to

private income. We now use this model to explore e question: "Are uniform tariff rates optimal?"

The motivation for this question stems from the common view that differences among tariff rates

introduce a distortion in the economy. 25 Different sectoral tariff rates imply that the relative domestic

prices of two traded goods are not equal to their relative world prices. If world prices are viewed as the

appropriate "shadow prices" of these traded goods, a varied tariff structure represents a distortion.

However, if there are other distorting taxes in the economy, then the shadow prices of these traded goods

in this second-best environment may not equal world prices.26 In particular, if the domestic indirect tax

structure is not optimal, the otimal tariff structure will generally not be uniform. We investigate this

question by determining the optimal pattern of tariffs under various assumptions about the level of

domestic indirect taxes. Introducing intermediate goods complicates the model sufficiently so that we

cannot solve the model analytically. We proceed by computing numerical solutions to our optimization

problem using stylized data.v

Table 5 presents the base data for the numerical application. Real GDP equals 100 and the model

economy exports and imports 30. The export sector (E) is labor intensive and uses domestic and imported

intermediates. The domestic sector (D) uses no intermediates. The balance of trade is zero and the single

consumer thus demands 100 units of the composite consumer good (Q). Since all prices and wages equal

one, the SAM indicates real as well as nominal magnitudes. The value-added production functions are

uSee, for example, Harberger [1988] who argues in favor of uniform taxation.

26Chambers [1989]; Heady and Mitra [1987]; and Dahl, Devarajan, and van Wignbergen [1986] discuss the
eoretical arguments.

"The m•Heiel is solved using a nonlinpar programming package called GAMS. See Brooke, Ken
Meeraus [1988].
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Table 5: SAM for Stylized Numerical Model

Receipts

Expenditures
,

Activities

Export Domes-
tic

Commodities

Final Inter-
med

Labor

Factors

Capital
Con-
sumer

Rest of
world

Export (E)

Domestic (D)

Final good (Q)

Intermediate
(N)

Labor (L)

Capital (K)

Consumer

Rest of world

5

20

5

30

45

73

27

2

3

50 50

100

30

Total _ 30 75 100 5 50 50 . 100 30 ,

assumed to be Cobb-Douglas. The elasticity of substitution between imports and domestic goods (a) is

equal to 2 for consumer goods and 0.5 for intermediate goods.

In the experiments, the government raises revenue using three tax instruments: tariffs on final and

intermediate goods and an indirect tax on domestic sales. There is no export subsidy. The government

is assumed to require total tax revenue of 15. The base data given in Table 5 represent a unique solution

of the model with all tax rates set to zero. In the optimal tax experiments, choice is introduced by

redefining the tax rates as variables. Optimal taxes are determined by maximizing Q subject to the

equations of the CGE model plus the government revenue constraint. Alternative second-best scenarios

are considered by also fixing one tax, the indirect tax on domestic goods (td), and solving for optimal

levels of tariff rates (the only remaining tax instruments).

The results are given in Table 6. The optimal pattern of tariffs is uniform only in the special case

when the indirect tax is also set optimally.28 When the indirect tax is below its optimal value, the

In Table 2-6, the optimum indirect lax rate was determined by maximizing absorption (Q) with all taxes,
including td, as policy instruments. In the other experiments, td was fixed.
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second-best, optimal tariff structure is to have a higher tariff on the final good than on the intermediate

good. When the indirect tax is set at a level 15 percent below its optimum value, the best policy is to

subsidize intermediate imports. The reverse is true when the indirect tax is above the optimum. In this

case, the second-best optimum involves higher tariffs on imported final goods than on imported

intermediates. In general, one would expect that domestic indirect taxes are too low rather than too high

in developing countries. Thus, the appropriate policy rule-of-thumb is that tariff rates on intermediates

should be lower than the rates for consumer goods.

Given the mistaken view that equal tariffs are best, it is often suggested that countries should at

least move toward equal rates by raising the lowest tariffs and lowering the highest ones. In most

developing countries, tariffs on intermediate goods are lower than those on final goods, which is consistent

with our (second-best) rule-of-thumb. In this environment, moving toward equal rates would lower

welfare.

Along with a highly variegated tariff structure, the second-best scenarios show smaller but

significant variations in real variables. However, aggregate welfare varies little across the experiments.

This result is consistent with results from a large number of empirical studies. Aggregate welfare gains

from reducing price-wedge trade distortions tend to be small.29 Substitution possibilities in production,

consumption, and trade endow the economy with a great deal of adjustment flexibility. When markets

work and factors are fully employed, even large price-wedge distortions can be vitiated by substitution

possibilities, with little effect on aggregate welfare.

Two points should be noted about this result. While aggregate welfare effects may be small, the

impact of policy changes on the sectoral structure of resource allocation, production, and trade tend to be

more significant. In general, political pressure groups are organized by sector and care about the impact

"See, for example, Srinivasan and Whalley [1986], who survey a number of studies of trade liberalization in a
variety of single-country and multi-country CGE models.
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of policy on He relative fr• sition of their sector in the economy. Policymakers are more interested in

measures of the structur. impact of •licies than in measures of aggregate welfare. Any positive analysis

of policy needs to take this concern into account.

Second, while aggregate welfare losses arising from, say, distorting taxes may be small compared

to aggregate GDP, they may be large relative to the tax revenue generated. Studies with CGE models

indicate that a "project" which raises the same amount of tax revenue using more efficient taxes may have

a social rate of return of 20-50 percent, where the denominator is aggregate tax revenue. A similar

analysis can be done with our model.

Given that the model is solved as a nonlinear programming problem, the solution generates dual

or shadow prices for all constraints. The solution value for the shadow price on the government revenue

constraint (equation 30 in Table 4) directly measures the welfare cost of raising an additional unit of tax

revenue M. In Table 7, we present these shadow prices for the cases where the indirect tax rate is set

below its unconstrained optimal value. Results for two alternative models are tabulated. In column 3,

the results come from the second-best model where we solve for optimal variegated tariffs —the same

model used in the experiments reported in Table 6. In column 2, the results are from a model in which

tariffs are constrained to be the same for both goods. In this case, the single tariff rate is uniquely

determined by the government revenue constraint and the fixed indirect tax rate. There are no policy

degrees of freedom.

In the worst case, when the indirect tax rate is set 15 percent below the optimal value and tariffs

are constrained to be equal across sectors, the marginal welfare cost of raising additional tax revenue

equ IS 9.1 percent of I e increased revenue. While sm

public finance literature, ( 1 1e loss is si

er an rates of dead-weight loss found, in the

ficant." If policymakers mistakenly insist I at tariff rates sho d

"One reason for the relatively small .marginal welfare cost is that this miv•iel allows lump-sum transfers to
households (-,ixation 13), so the only efficiency loss comes from the price wedge.
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Table 7: Welfare Cost of Increasing Tax Revenue

Indirect
tax rate (%)

Marginal welfare cost of increasing tax
revenue as a % of additional revenue

Constrained:
equal tariffs

Second best:
differential tariffs

Ratio (%) of con-
strained to
second best

15.4 (optimal)

14.6 (-5%)

13.8 (-10%)

13.1 (-15%)

0.0

2.6

5.6

9.1

0.0

2.1

4.3

6.8

123.8

130.2

133.8

be equal across sectors, they will design a tax system with a marginal efficiency cost a third higher than

if they use optimal variegated tariffs.

Given the stylized nature of the model, these results are only suggestive. Nevertheless, they do

point to the frail theoretical underpinning for the common policy rule-of-thumb that countries should unify

their tariff structure. Furthermore, they show how a small model can capture the salient aspects of this

important question and guide our intuition as we investigate it with more complex models. In fact, this

particular issue has been investigated with larger applied models and the results from the two-sector model

appears robust.31

5. Conclusion

This paper shows how two-sector models can be used to derive policy lessons about adjustment

in developing countries. Starting from a small, one-country, two-sector, three-good (1-2-3) model, we

show how the effects of a foreign capital inflow and terms-of-trade shock may be analyzed. In particular,

'See Dahl, Devarajan, and van Wijnbergen [1986] and Devarajan and Lewis [1989].
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we derive e assumptions underlying the convention It*licy recommenda on of exchange rate

depreciation in response to adverse shocks.

We next expand Je model to include savings, investment, and a range of government policy

instruments, including import tariffs, export subsidies, and indirect taxes. The introduction of government,

savings, and investment raises issues of macro closure. We discuss how the impact of policy interventions

and exogenous shocks is sensitive to assumptions about how macro balance is achieved. We next extend

the model to include factor markets and intermediate inputs. We use this extended model to explore issues

of optimal tax policy. In particular, we ask whether uniform sectoral tariff rates are optimal -- a common

policy prescription for improving efficiency. We show that equating sectoral tariff rates is optimal only

when other taxes are also set optimally. In second-best environments, a better rule of thumb would be

to have a high tariff rate on consumer goods and a low rate on intermediates.

•The models we have presented represent a stylized picture of how developing economies function.

They are useful for qualitative analysis. However, policymakers are also concerned with the magnitude

of the response to their initiatives. Furthermore, they require models that incorporate the more distinctive

structural and institutional features of their economies. The lessons drawn from these models facilitate

the interpretation of results from more complex applied models, since they are essentially multisectoral

analogues of the small models developed here.
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Appendix: The Transformation Function in a Two-Sector Model

In this appendix, we derive the transformation frontier between E and D in the extended 1-2-3

model which includes sectoral production functions. A standard result from microeconomic theory is that,

with neoclassical production functions, we can prove that the transformation frontier will be concave, as

is assumed in equation 1 of the 1-2-3 model in Table 1. We can, however, derive a stronger result. If

the production functions for D and E (equations 1 and 2 in Table 4) are Cobb-Douglas in labor and

capital, then the resulting transformation function locally exhibits a constant elasticity of transformation.

To show this result, log-differentiate the relevant equations from Table 4:

- ccd• t + (i-ad • itd

2 - aa• Le + (1.-a.) • Re

where the alphas are the Cobb-Douglas share parameters.

• Le + (1 - X) • L, - 0 where LVE

p.• + (1 - 11) •Rd - 0 where p. - K0/IT

Pc' + ad' td - P° + ct.•

Pc' + (i-ad) • k, I3e + (1-as) ke

Manipulation of these six equations yields:

• 0,- (Pc' - Pe)

• - A,-

where 01 and 02 are supply elasticities which are a function of the parameters of the system. Combining

these two relationships, we obtain:

• - 5 - 0- (Pd - Pa)

where 0 - 0, - 02 and is the transformation elasticity.
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This lag expression is !I ie local CI!uivalent of L e first-order condition of the CET function used

in the models presented in earlier sections. Thus, we have shown at Cobb-Douglas production functions

for E and D give rise to a transforination function whose elasticity of transformation is locally constant.

Moreover, s elasticity has an intuitive interpretation: it is the difference between the two supply li

elasticities for E and D.

•
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Appendix 2: CES and CET Functions

We use CES and CET functions to describe substitution possibilities in trade. To save on

notation, note that CES and CET functions can be written symmetrically, using the same share parameter

a and exponent p: X = F(XI, X2; a, p, A) where the CES substitution elasticity a and CET transforma-

tion elasticity CI are given by a = 1/(1 - p); < p <+1 in the CES case and 2 = 1/(p - 1); 1 <p <+o.0

in the CET case.

The aggregation function and its corresponding dual price equation are given by:

(1)

(2)

X - •Xf + (1 - a) •Xf17

p-1
-1 r

P A Laim-p) ppo-i) + (1 aro-p)
1 2

where X is the CES or CET composite and P is the corresponding price dual.

For the CET export transformation function, X = CET(E, D; 5, C/), and the CES import

aggregation function, Q = CES(M, D; 13, a), the corresponding export supply and import demand

functions are given by:

(3) E (1 -
.pd
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(4) M
C=1.19

GM
13 °P d 

(1 -... _

r.

where p and S are the share parameters in the CES import aggregation and the CET export transformation

functions, and a and n are the substitution and transformation elasticities.

Dual price equations for the export transformation and import aggregation functions can be derived

following the form of equation 2. However, in practice, it is often convenient to replace the dual price

equations with the expenditure identities, invoking Euler's theorem for linearly homogeneous functions:

(5) P ''s QM + P d.DPq -  
Q

(6) p , PE. + Pd -D

X

In the model, the dual price equations embody the same information as the CET export transformation and

CES import aggregation functions. In some cases, it is convenient to include the dual price equations, but

drop the CET and CES functions. In this case, equations 5 and 6 serve to define aggregate production

and absorption (X and Q).
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